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Abstract

sequel) has the following form:
Rk : ( k ) If xt is Ak then y^t k = xt k ,
k = 1 2 : : : c
where xt = (xt1 : : : xtn) is the input variable
(xt 2 Rn), Ak is a fuzzy set of Rn with membership
function A , k = (1  : : : n) and k = g(k ) =
1=1 + e  where k is a new real parameter associated to each rule Rk .
Output y^t relative to input xt obtained after
aggregating a set of c GTS-rules can be written as a weighted
sum of the individual conP
c  (x )^y with  (x ) =
clusions: y^P
=
tc
k t
k=1 k t t k
k A (xt )= j =1 j A (xt ):
k can be interpreted as a sensitivity parameter: a
small value for k means that the corresponding rule
can be deleted from the system without altering too
much the system output value. The k parameter
can be seen as the expertise level of Rk , while A
informs about its expertise domain. Remark that if
one chooses for g any constant (g(k ) =  k =
1 : : : c), then the GTS system results in a conventional Takagi-Sugeno system. System output y^t is a
nonlinear function of the new parameter k and one
can use any nonlinear optimization procedure for the
k adjustment.
From a parameters identi cation point of view,
GTS systems can be trained essentially in two ways:
on the one hand, global learning strategies are based
on the minimization of a global quadratic cost function and can be achieved using nonlinear optimization tools in conjunction with pseudo-inverse methods or orthogonal decompositions techniques for the
identi cation of the linear parameters k (see 7]).
On the other hand, local learning strategies minimize a sum of c local costs 1]. In this framework,
nonlinear and linear parameters can be identi ed respectively by projection of product space fuzzy clusters 1, 8] and by weighted least squares 7].
It appears that the behaviour of the experts (rules)
is completely dierent according to the kind of learn-

In this paper, we present a modication of the GTS
(Generalized Takagi-Sugeno) model 6]. The key idea
is to constraint the conclusions of each rule to perform a convex combination of the input patterns.
This constraint allows to interpret each rule as an
input patterns mixer and therefore contributes to a
better understanding of the system inference.
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Introduction
Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy rules dier mainly from
conventional fuzzy rules in that their conclusions are
not fuzzy sets but (crisp) polynomial functions 10].
This feature should allow to express complicated behaviours with a small number of rules. Unfortunately, the major drawback of TS rules is that they
are less intuitive than conventional fuzzy rules such
as Mamdani ones.
One part of our research is motivated by the construction of Takagi-Sugeno-based inference systems
allowing for better interpretation and analysis. In
view of this, we have proposed a modi ed version
of TS systems called GTS (Generalized TS systems,
see section 1) that should allow for possible intuition
and interpretation 6].
This paper proposes a second modi cation of TS
systems that improves the readability of the resulting model when it is applied for combining tasks.
The key idea that will be developed here consists in
constraining the conclusions of each rule to perform
a convex combination of the inputs. In this paper,
we will apply this system to the case of individual
forecasts combination.
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1 GTS fuzzy systems
A typical single antecedent fuzzy rule Rk in a rst
order Generalized Takagi-Sugeno model (GTS, in the
1

ing method used. When local learning is considered,
these experts compete for the determination of their
expertise domains, while they cooperate in the other
case. As a result, more interpretable fuzzy rules are
obtain by local learning since the competition removes the coupling (or cooperating) eects between
the system parameters 1, 7].
In 6, 7], we have focus our attention on the problem of knowing how many rules to consider in a GTS
fuzzy model and we have proposed a decremental (or
pruning) algorithm (DEC) that progressively detects
and removes redundant rules from the system till stabilization occcurs. DEC pruning operations rely on
the observation of the k .

2 Combining forecasts
Many studies and empirical tests have shown the advantage of aggregating forecasts in practice 3]. The
usual approach to combining forecasts consists of
taking a vector Ft (h) = (Ft1(h) Ft2(h) : : : Ftp(h))
of forecasts at time t with horizon h (in the sequel,
we will omit h) and constructing a new (combined)
forecast Ct as
0

Ct = wt0 + Ft wt
(1)
where wt = (wt1 : : : wtp) 2 Rp is the combining
vector computed at time t.
It is clear that output y^t of a GTS fuzzy system performs the combination given in relation (1)
when xt = (1 Ft1 Ft2 : : : Ftp) . Rewriting vector
k like this: k = (0  1  : : : p ) , the combination
are then computed as follows: wtj =
Pck=1weights
k (xt )kj  j = 0 : : : p: This decomposition
property results from the linearity of the local output models. Hence, combination (1) could not be
achieved with other fuzzy systems because they actually realize nonlinear mixture operations. The
idea of exploiting the forecasts vectors localization
(A (xt)) is new in the eld of combining forecasts
and has been applied with success in 5].
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3 Constrained GTS systems
In this section, we explain how it is possible to allow
for a better interpretation of the linear combinations
y^t k operated by the local experts. The approach developed here is to constraint the local experts in order to achieve
convex combinations of the forecasts:
k0 = 0 Ppj=1 kj = 1 kj  0 (j = 1 : : : p):
This has the immediateadvantage of interpreting kj
as the con dence level of expert k relatively to forecast Ftj . In the sequel, we will denote by 01+ this
set of constraints. A GTS-01+ rule Rk can thus be

interpreted as a mixer whose action can be modulated by k . This particular interpretation of a fuzzy
rule is new and may help in giving more intuition
about TS fuzzy systems processing operations. The
kj identi cation can be achieved using the LSIE
method (Least Squares with Inequality and Equality constraints) 9].

4 Empirical results
The time series considered here is related to the
uctuations in a far-infrared NH3 Laser (see 7]).
This time series exhibits a low-dimensional chaotic
behaviour. In 7], we've compared the forecasting
ability of 3 models at horizon h = 6 KNN-FS
is a K Nearest Neighbours method introduced by
Farmer and Sidorowich 4], DRNN (Dynamic Recurrent Neural Network) is a totally interconnected
recurrent neural network 11] and GTS-DEC is the
fuzzy system described in section 1.
The rst 400 data points (out-of-sample forecasts)
are used for learning purpose and the last 100 patterns are dedicated to the test. We've trained a
GTS-DEC system with cinit = 20 initial rules with
local (l), constrained local (l01+) and global (g)
strategies. Local learning is achieved by method
FMLE+WLS: we use the Fuzzy Maximum Likelihood Estimates clustering method (FMLE) 8] for
the identi cation of A and the Weighted Least
Squares technique (WLS) for the k parameters.
Method (l01+) is FMLE+WLS where the local linear models are adjusted with the LSIE algorithm
which ensures the convexity constraints (01+) to
be checked. The global learning strategy uses the
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) nonlinear least squares
method and the Singular Values Decomposition
(SVD) method for the k optimization.
The results are reported on table 1. The error criteria NER and MAE are respectively the
normalized error and the mean absolute error (see
7]). We compare our forecasts combination system
with other traditional combining methods including
the popular simple average of individual forecasts
(SAV), variant of regression based methods and the
well-known bayesian method OUTPERF (outperformance method) proposed by Bunn 2]. The classical
linear regression model is denoted by REG REG0
is a regression model with no constant term REG+
is a regression model with non negative parameters
REG01 is a linear regression without independent
term and with coecients adding to one REG01+
adds to REG01 the additional constraint that the coecients must be non negative (see 3] for the motivation for choosing the preceding regression combining schemes). Note that the combining weights genk

as follows: t = maxi=j jFti ; Ftj j 1  i j 
p: The evolution of t over time enables to detect
zones where the forecasts values are similar, or as a
contrary, dissimilar.
Observation of gures 1 and 2 gives more details
about the combining process. Subplots b, c and d report the time evolution of k (xt ). The graph of g.
1e shows 3 distinct zones relative to the time evolution of t (zones A, B and C). Actually, when the
3 forecasts values are quite similar (zones B), rule 2
is dominant and the GTS-DEC-3-l01+ selects model
KNN-FS (see subplots b, c, d and e). When the dissimilarities t are more important (zones A), con dence goes to model GTS-DEC-19 (rule 1). One can
see rule 3 is never activated, except when large dissensions exist between the forecasting models (zones
C). These zones are relative to sudden transitions
observed in the time series between high and low
amplitude oscillations (see g. 1a). These strucTable 1: Results on test set (Laser NH3 time tural changes are dicult to forecast for the 3 modseries).
els. In such cases, the fuzzy combining system activates rules 1 and 3 simultaneously and proceeds to
Respectively 5, 10 and 3 nal rules are obtained a weighted average of the 3 forecasting models.
by DEC for the cases (l), (g) and (l01+). We remark the fuzzy combinations are better (in terms
of NER and MAE) than those produced by the 7
other combining systems. Notice however that only
GTS-DEC-3-l01+ competes with the best forecasting model (GTS-DEC-19). The fact that one forecasting model is more accurate than the others leads
us to suspect that the best combining strategy is in
fact the models selection. It appears that the selection operated by GTS-3-l01+ is better than the one
produced by the 01+ constrained methods REG-01+ Figure 1: (a) Laser NH3 time series (learning
part). (b)  1(xt). (c)  2 (xt ). (d) 3(xt). (e)
and OUTPERF.
The mixtures achieved by GTS-DEC-3-l01+ are t.
reported in table 2. It appears that the GTS-3-l01+
mixing operations consist in considering 3 combinations of 2 forecasting models rule 1 deals with the 2
best models with a preference for model GTS-DEC19, while rule 2 and rule 3 combine DRNN and KNNFS giving more weight to the latter. These 3 strategies are next mixed via the defuzzi cation process
relative to system GTS.
erated by REG01+ and OUTPERF are constrained
in the 01+ sense and thus, a comparison with GTSDEC-3-l01+ is possible.
Models
NER MAE
DRNN-5
0.2683 11.1687
KNN-FS
0.2174 6.7038
GTS-DEC-19
0.0866 2.7328
SAV
0.1473 5.5069
REG
0.2168 7.1174
REG0
0.2070 6.4590
REG+
0.2168 7.1174
REG01
0.1975 6.4388
REG01+
0.1975 6.4388
OUTPERF
0.1149 4.0743
GTS-DEC-5-l
0.1104 4.0397
GTS-DEC-10-g
0.0989 3.8086
GTS-DEC-3-l01+ 0.0884 3.1936
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DRNN 0.0000 0.2212 0.3474
KNN-FS 0.1725 0.7788 0.6526
Figure 2: (a) Laser NH3 time series (testing
TSG-19 0.8275 0.0000 0.0000
phase). (b) 1(xt ). (c) 2 (xt). (d) 3 (xt ). (e)
Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3
t.
Table 2: Mixtures processed by system GTSDEC-3-l01+ (Laser NH3 time series).
In order to show the importance of the input patterns localization for the combining weight assignLet us consider the following quantities t de ned ment procedure, we have represented the Ft scatter
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plot on gures 3 and 4 and we have placed a bar of
length 100  k (xt ) on each data point Ft . Observation of g. 3 reveals that rule 2 is mainly dominant
in the central region of the cloud - where the forecasts are similar - while rule 1 is inuent on a greater
region spreading from north to south. Activation of
rule 3 is linked to the presence of points far from the
cloud (outliers). These could be seen as anomalies,
or atypic points describing brutal transitions localized in zones C (cf. g. 1e). Such zones do not
appear in test phase (see g. 2e) and so rule 3 does
not cooperate in the forecasts consensus (see g. 2d).
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Figure 3: Learning phase. The scatter plot
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shows the input data points Ft (the length
of the bars is 100k (xt )).
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Figure 4: Testing points Ft .
The main objective of this experiment was to show
that a GTS-DEC-l01+ model is fully transparent to
interpretation and analysis. The action of the 3 nal
rules - automatically obtained by DEC - are well
understood. This interpretation is possible because
of the 01+ constraints and the local learning that
tends to dissociate the rules contribution.

5 Conclusions
This paper presents a modi cation of the GTS (Generalized Takagi-Sugeno) model 6] where each rule
performs a convex combination of the input patterns.
Since the parameters of the linear conclusions reect
the con dence levels each rule (expert) puts in each
input pattern component, the proposed system may
be useful for a wide range of applications where a
consensus has to be performed, including controllers
and patterns classi ers aggregation.

Focusing our attention on forecasts combination,
it appears that the constrained rules perform soft
selections of the individual models guided by the
localization of the forecasts vector in the input
space. This feature has been exploited in a practical case from which intuitive combining strategies
have emerged.
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